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STANDARD REAR SUPPORT CONFIGURATION. SHOWN WITH WORK SURFACE OPTION '3' DUO SWING TABLE. PLEASE SEE RS-OPTION PAGES FOR NUMEROUS WORK SURFACE, HUTCH, AND BASE MODULE CONFIGURATIONS.
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STANDARD REAR SUPPORT CONFIGURATION. SHOWN WITH WORK SURFACE OPTION '3' DUO SWING TABLE. PLEASE SEE RS-OPTION PAGES FOR NUMEROUS WORK SURFACE, HUTCH, AND BASE MODULE CONFIGURATIONS.

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN 23" DEPTH
PLAN VIEW

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN 19" DEPTH

ISOMETRIC VIEW

STANDARD REAR SUPPORT CONFIGURATION. SHOWN WITH WORK SURFACE OPTION 1 SINGLE PULLOUT. PLEASE SEE RS-OPTION PAGES FOR NUMEROUS WORK SURFACE, HUTCH, AND BASE MODULE CONFIGURATIONS.

FRONT VIEW

END VIEW

SERIES:  □ SIGNATURE  □ MERIDIAN

Depth:  □ 19"  □ 23"

Counter:  □ SOLID SURFACE  □ LAMINATE  □ STONE  Color:

Base Color:  □  □  □  □  □  Accent Color:

Finished Back:  □ YES  □ NO  Color:

□ MONOTONE
STANDARD REAR SUPPORT CONFIGURATION. SHOWN WITH WORK SURFACE OPTION '2' DUAL L/R SLIDING COUNTER. PLEASE SEE RS-OPTION PAGES FOR NUMEROUS WORK SURFACE, HUTCH, AND BASE MODULE CONFIGURATIONS.
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Counter:
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No

Color:
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STANDARD REAR SUPPORT CONFIGURATION, SHOWN WITH WORK SURFACE OPTION ‘4’ LINEAR SLIDING COUNTER. PLEASE SEE RS-OPTION PAGES FOR NUMEROUS WORK SURFACE, HUTCH, AND BASE MODULE CONFIGURATIONS.

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN 19” DEPTH**

**BASE COLOR**

**ACCENT COLOR**

**PLAN VIEW**

**ISOMETRIC VIEW**

**FRONT VIEW**

**END VIEW**
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STANDARD REAR SUPPORT CONFIGURATION. SHOWN WITH WORK SURFACE OPTION '3' DUO SWING TABLE. PLEASE SEE RS-OPTION PAGES FOR NUMEROUS WORK SURFACE, HUTCH, AND BASE MODULE CONFIGURATIONS.

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN 19" DEPTH

PLAN VIEW

FRONT VIEW

END VIEW

ISOMETRIC VIEW
STANDARD REAR SUPPORT CONFIGURATION. SHOWN WITH WORK SURFACE OPTION '3' DUO SWING TABLE. PLEASE SEE RS-OPTION PAGES FOR NUMEROUS WORK SURFACE, HUTCH, AND BASE MODULE CONFIGURATIONS.
WORK SURFACE OPTIONS

- SINGLE PULLOUT
  - Left
  - Right

- DUAL L/R SLIDING COUNTER
- DUO SWING TABLE
  - Round
  - Square

- LINEAR SLIDING COUNTER

- FOREST PULLOUT

HUTCH CONFIGURATIONS

- FULL SPLASH
- STANDARD SHELF
- HALF HEIGHT SHELF
- QUARTER HEIGHT SHELF
- UPPER ACCESSORY PANEL
- UPPER STORAGE
- ACCESSORY / STORAGE
- BASE ACCESSORY PANEL
- SPLIT SHELF
- SHALLOW SHELF

CUSTOM NOTES:

Hutch Configuration:

Base Modules:
- L: 
- C: 
- R: 

Work Surface Option:

Work Surface Option: 

Base Modules:
- L: 
- C: 
- R: 

Hutch Configuration:

Custom Notes:
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BASE MODULES
(MOST MODULES CAN BE CONVERTED TO SIDE OPENING)

Doctor's

Assistant's

Equipment

Flip & Push

Bi-Fold

Pocket

Side Opening Assistant's

Side Opening Swing Tray

Work Surface Option: 
Base Modules: L: C: R: 
Hutch Configuration: 
Custom Notes: 
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